The data, information, knowledge, and wisdom (DIKW) 
Introduction
Data management refers to the ability to define, prioritize, and integrate data to be appropriately shared by disparate applications across an enterprise. Mismanaged data leads to misleading information, and the absence of real information results in uncertain decisions. The consequences of appropriately managed data are accuracy, precision of decisions, efficiency in business, easy compliance, and improvement in service and performance.
Data management requires the development of an architecture diagram properly describing the full data lifecycle. It would include data sources and sinks, the relationships between them, and data flow and transformation. It would also be a first-stage conceptual depiction to describe the information used by an organization without implementation-level issues and details, to make it easy to see the broad picture for technical and nontechnical staff.
Creating this architecture diagram necessitates pursuing a modeling methodology that structures and organizes data in a systematic way. One of these methodologies is the Data, Information, Knowledge, Wisdom (DIKW) hierarchy. The hierarchy "emerged in the 1970s when computer/information science tried to legitimize itself as a strategic discipline" [14] . The notion that data leads to information, in turn leading to knowledge (wisdom added later), is often regarded as the basic building block of the field of information science. According to Zins [8] ,
The formulation of systematic conceptions of data, information, and knowledge is crucial for the development of a systematic conception of Information Science, as well as for the construction of a systematic knowledge map of the field… Evidently, the three key concepts are interrelated, but the nature of the relations among them is debatable, as well as their meanings.
The DIKW sequence "extends what every Computer Science 101 class learns: information is a refinement of mere data. Information thus is the value we extract from data." [11] . According to Weinberger But once the idea of information overload started taking root …, we needed a way to characterize the value we extract from information. So we looked for something that would do to information what information did to data. … knowledge as the value of information, ... [11] From the technology point of view, the use of the DIKW pyramid "can rightfully be seen as trying to understand data, information and knowledge in a way that technology can have a useful role to play and in a way that allows us to couple any of these terms with the word 'management'" [15] . From the managerial perspective, "DIKW is a managerial model to explain how one can make use of data" [14] .
Kuwait Oil Company (KOC), a major oil company in Kuwait. This project is a clear example of multisystem collaboration. It is a real, complex, dynamic and sophisticated process with two main subsystems: exploration and production. Between them, a good deal of information passes through.
According to Kolafa [20] , At KOC, a large part of the exploration data was handled by contractors rather than in house. Production data management was initialized, conducted, and developed by in-house KOC for its own growing needs due to these activities. Because of this atypical development and impending targets set by management, we found it necessary to reconstruct and expand data management to meet these goals.
The exploration process consists of many subprocesses, starting with an inspection in the field, searching for signs of oil underground (physical exploration). Data are recorded and (physical) samples gathered and deposited into a repository for possible reinspection if there are errors or one wishes to focus on specific areas or aspects. Then data is retrieved for further refinement for such purposes as visualizing oil fields and monitoring underground reservoirs, in preparation for study and analysis, including "what if" scenarios and predictions of reservoir behaviour.
The production system has similar steps but different processes. It includes physical production, with such processes as data gathering, optimization, and simulation. Its function is to produce oil and to record data and information during production that is also delivered to the exploration system for further study. The direct objective of the project is to bring together exploration and production technologies and activities.
The vehicle for positive convergence between Exploration and Production is Good "Data and Information Management" … The organization of data and information to provide good economic decisions brings us to what is known as an integrated asset model … the intention to be able to grow and mature from a purely production data management team into an exploration and production information management team. [20] Accordingly, one of the tools developed in this project is shown in Figure 1 . In Figure 1 , "one may see how convergence and DIKW may be roughly mapped to help clarify how data, information, knowledge and wisdom relates in terms of convergent flow" [20] . The diagram in Figure 1 is an impressive accomplishment that summarizes and categorizes many types of processes into a coherent conceptual picture of a system of exploration and production. In this paper, we propose an alternative conceptual description with the following features. -Elimination of the ambiguous notions of knowledge and wisdom, which, if necessary, can be developed separately at a later phase. -A focusing on the well-defined aspects of "convergent flow" of data and information. Figure 1 provides a realistic opportunity to demonstrate a new modeling methodology that we introduce in the next section.
Flowthing Model
A flow model (FM) is based on the notion of "flow of flowthings." Flowthings are things that can be received, processed, created, released, and transferred, such as information, money, and so forth [1, 2, 3, 4] .
A flow system (flowsystem) in FM represents stages where flowthings are in different mutually exclusive states. In this sense, states of flowthings are their conditions as in states of matter: solid, liquid, and gas. Figure 2 shows a modification of Al-Fedaghi's flowsystem [1, 2] with the receiving stage divided into two stages: Arrived and Accepted. These two states can be lumped together under Received (Figure 3 ).
Basic model
Suppose that the flowthing is an e-mail. An e-mail is created, released, and transferred to its destination. Figure 4 shows the flow of an e-mail from sender to receiver. Each of the generic states in FM can include substates such as stored, copied, destroyed, or used. For example, an e-mail can be accepted (without reading) and stored. Or it can be processed, and stored. Or it can be caught upon arrival (e.g., spam filter) and destroyed. Such secondary states as stored and destroyed can exist under any of the six basic stages; however, an e-mail cannot be in the states of created and arrived, or transferred and accepted, or processed and released, simultaneously. The states shown in Figure 1 are mutually exclusive in the sense that if information is in one state, it is not in any of the other five states. The environment in which flowthings exists is called its sphere (e.g., computer, human mind, organization information system, department information system). The sphere can have subspheres and several flowsystems. For example, a human being has several flowsystems, including an information flowsystem, (an electrical) signals flowsystem, and an action flowsystem. Information, signals, and actions are flowthings that can be received, processed, created, released, and transferred. A description of a sphere is identical to that of a flowsystem if the sphere has only one flowsystem. In this case the terms sphere and flowsystem are interchangeable.
Consider a piece of information  in the possession of a hospital. Then  is in the possession of the hospital and in one of the following states or changes in the conditions of .
1.  has just arrived from some source, e.g., patient, friend, agency, fax, or so forth. Its arrival does not mean it is accepted to flow in the hospital's information system. It may be rejected, destroyed, stored definitely, or returned. Certainly, since it is not yet accepted, it is not in any of the other information flowsystems. Arrived is a state of information that does not overlap with the other five states.
2.  has arrived and been accepted as received information. It has not been processed, used, examined, or subjected to any other operation that has changed its status as an accepted item. It can be stored, copied, destroyed, etc.
3.  has been processed in some way, converted to another form (e.g., digital), translated, compressed. In addition, it can be stored in the hospital information system as processed data waiting for some use. Notice that process here means changing the form of information (e.g., translation, anonymization, compression) without producing new information.
4.  has actually been created in the hospital as the result of doctors' diagnoses, lab tests, and so forth. Thus,  is in the possession of the hospital as created data to be used.
5.  has been released from the hospital sphere. It is designated as released information ready for transfer. Analogous to a factory environment,  represents materials designated for shipment outside the factory. It may actually be stored for some period waiting to be transported; nevertheless, its designation as "for export" keeps it in such a state.
6.  is in a transferred state; it is in transfer between two information spheres. It has left the released state and will enter the received state, where it will become received information in the new information sphere.
It is not possible for processed information to directly become received information in the same flowsystem of an information sphere. Processed information can become received information in another information sphere (e.g., another hospital) by first becoming released information, then transferred information, before arriving (being received) at the other environment.
Other "changes" in the condition (e.g., stored, destroyed) of information are secondary changes, and these changes are applied to different flowthings. A flowsystem is not necessarily complete. For example, matter in the universe can be seen as flowthings that cannot be created, only received, processed, released, and transferred.
Triggering mechanism
In addition to flows denoted as arrows, FM includes triggering mechanisms represented by dashed arrows. Triggering denotes activation such as starting a new flow.
Justification
The FM concepts of receipt, processing, creation, release, and transfer of information have been previously conceptualized in various fields; however, these concepts have been introduced along with similar concepts such as collecting, gathering, recording, organizing, storing, adapting, altering, retrieving, using, disclosing, transmitting, communicating, disseminating, aligning, combining, blocking, erasing, destroying, inputting, outputting, and so forth. Analogously, concepts in Shannon's model of communication-input, output, and channel-have long been used along with many other Similarly, in FM, received, processed, created, released, and transferred have been re-conceptualized as five mutually exclusive stages in a directed graph supplemented by the notion that the edges of the graph are channels of information flow among the five states in a system. This picture of information transformation in a system is precise because the information life cycle comprises exactly five mutually exclusive stages specified in a directed graph.
In general, FM introduces three main ideas, as follows: (a) Received (= arrived + accepted), processed, created, released, and transferred are the only stages in an information life cycle. Just as in physical states, a molecule of water (the smallest substance exhibiting chemical properties) cannot be in solid and gas states at the same moment of time, so an instance/piece of information cannot be, say, created and received simultaneously. This point is further elaborated as follows.
Suppose that a person communicates (say, to another person) an item of information, for example, saying, "It is raining now." That person has just created, released, and transferred this information. "It is raining now" has moved from the state of created information (in the person's mind), to the state of released information (he/she decided to verbalize it), then to the state of transfer to the outside world. These are three stages through which the piece of information has moved in sequence.
Note that the person can decide to release the information and then let it stay in this condition (flow of information from created state to released state) until reaching, say, a microphone several minutes later. After the information remains in the released state (in mind), the person reaches the microphone and transfers it to the audience (flow of information from released to transferred state). Regardless how short the time, there is a state of release (decision to disclose) between creation and transfer to the outside. Now, suppose that the person did not create "It is raining now"; rather, he/she received it (from someone, or the radio). Then, he/she can release and transfer it as before. Thus, the information is initially in the received state. It cannot be received and created in the exact same moment of time. If it happens that the person has just created an instance of "It is raining now" in his/her mind and then hears on the radio "It is raining now," these are two different instances of a piece of information. It is not possible to have the same instance in the received and created states simultaneously. It is analogous to having liquid water and also the same amount of frozen water; both are identical instances of water, but in different states. When the person says, I am the first person to recognize "It is raining now," then he/she is talking about the created "It is raining now." If he/she says, I heard "It is raining now," then he/she is talking about the received "It is raining now." He/she can talk about both instances: I heard that "It is raining now," but actually, I had already recognized (created in mind) that "It is raining now." Or he/she speaks ambiguously: I know "It is raining now," without indicating the source of this information, whether created or received.
This conceptualization that reduces states of flowthings such as information to five (or six) instead of a mixed bag of concepts (e.g., collecting, gathering, recording, organizing, storing) (in contrast to a directed graph), can be beneficial in many fields.
(b) The FM not only sums up the mutually exclusive generic stages of the life cycle of information but also describes the transformation between these stages. Received information cannot go (flow) directly to a transferred state without going through the released stage (regardless how short the released state in time). One can release documents by putting them in the "out tray" to be physically transferred hours or days later. Sometimes, a person writes (creates) a document and releases it, then retrieves it from the tray (bidirectional arrow between create and release).
In addition, created information cannot directly become received information. Suppose a computer creates the information John has x disease by mining databases of statistics. John has x disease is information created by the computer because (we assume) this information never existed before being "born" as a result of processing by a data mining program that deduced it from information such as, This type of disease appears in a person in age range y, with a family history, overweight, with certain symptoms, and so forth.
Since all this applies to John, then "John has x disease." The piece of information "John has x disease" never existed previously; hence the computer created it, and it is initially in a created state.
Can this created information, John has x disease, be in the state of received information in the computer (direct edge between receiving and creation)? The only possibility for this in FM is for the computer to release John has x disease to the outside world, when someone outside sends it to a computer; thus, this instance of John has x disease has become received information. The created information is released, transferred, and then received, according to the FM diagram. Of course, the instance of information that John has x disease can be received if it is created by a doctor (not the data mining program), then released and transferred to a computer. It is possible that a medical system receives the created John has x disease from the data mining program along with the created John has x disease from the doctor for the purpose of comparison and confirmation. These are two different instances of information received by the medical system. This conceptualization of information transformation is beneficial because it lends structure to the information life cycle. It is analogous to the known "input-process-output" model that created a working model for communicating data. Note that the concepts of input, output, process, and communication were already conceptualized in the nineteenth century and maybe before that; however, tying them together in a sequence of stages moving in specific directions has contributed greatly to progress in many fields, including language and information processing, in addition to communication.
Similarly, the notion of flow is not a new concept in computer science, but it is conceptualized differently. Take the notion of "data flow" in computer science. Are there generic stages in this data flow? The typical model of data flow is input-process-output. FM can be considered an enhanced version of such a model viewed as (arrive-accept)-process-(release-transfer). "Process" in input-process-output is equivalent to the FM "create" and "process" stages lumped together. FM is beneficial in certain applications where such brevity is disturbing. For example, creation is the distinguishing characteristic of a human being when modeled as input-process-output in the information processing field.
In "data flow" as it used in computer science, we find input, output, and process mixed in with other non-basic flow notions such as decision (e.g., if statements), control (e.g., forking), and conditions (e.g., start, stop). The "stages" in more mature data flow diagrams [7] are specified in such terms, for instance, as follows.
-The box "Develop products" is flow connected (by a directed arrow) to box "Market products." In one direction the connection is labeled "technical support"; however, the other direction is labeled "Customer requirement." -The box "Make products" is flow connected to a box with different shape called "Inventory." -The box "Make product" is the end of a flow connection from a box with a different shape called "Raw materials."
Without going further, it is clear that this type of diagramming is completely different from FM with its mutually exclusive stages. In this example, it is possible that "received," "processed," "released," "created," and "transferred" may appear; however, the context and meaning of these terms are not related to FM. Furthermore, the notion of transformation among mutually exclusive states in FM is unknown in these data flow diagrams. Thus, it is possible that a data flow occurs directly from "Create something" to "Receive the thing."
Additionally, FM separates different types of flow with triggering mechanisms. If flowsystem A has the same type of flowthing as flowsystem B, then the flow between them is represented by a solid arrow. If they are different, then triggering denoted by dashed arrows is used to connect the two flows. Thus, the data mining program discussed previously processes the facts (e.g., inherited in family, overweight) about John, then triggers the creation of John has x disease (there is no solid arrow from processing to creation). The (input/received) facts flow to the processed state, but do not flow to the created state. The resulting diagnosis (John has x disease) may trigger the creation of an invoice for billing purposes. Separating different types of flow is in contrast to typical modeling where, say, there are arrows from "Input data" to "Produce diagnosis" to "Send bill."
In the data flow diagram [7] discussed previously, flows of products, raw materials, control, and sales income are represented in one way: directed arrows. Such a practice is analogous to drawing the blueprint of a house with water, electrical, and gas lines indistinguishable from each other. Another advantage of FM is that it presents a unified conceptualization of all flowthings: information, raw materials, money, and actions. For example, actions are flowthings because they are created, released, transferred, received, and processed. Such unification is beneficial for modeling realistic situations involving different flowthings. All flowthing life cycles are conceptualized as being received, processed, created, released, and transferred, and triggering each other.
It does not seem that FM is an enhancement of previous conceptual models. Even though the concepts of FM have been floating around for a long time, previous works leading directly to FM, a requirement for many newly proposed models, seem hard to find. The closest predecessor seems to be the inputprocess-output model discussed previously. For example, it seems that there is no resource available that directly discusses the notion of flowthing (in contrast to, say, data flow, discussed previously), a flowsystem constructed from mutually exclusive stages, the transformation of flowthings as represented in the FM directed graph, or, in general, a unification framework for flow of "things that flow." The term "flowthing" is introduced because of failure to find a similarly unifying term for such things as information, money, and actions. Al-Fedaghi [1] introduced the notion of "systems of things that flow" that seems to be a new type of system. Of course psychology has completely different concepts grouped under the term "flow," a word also used in computer science, as in "control flow" and "work flow," as discussed previously. In economics, "money flow" is an important notion. None of these are directly related to the flow model (FM).
FM-Based Approach
According to Lambe [17] , the DIKW model emerged to introduce computer fields as "strategic disciplines for the enterprise" [17] .
For the data managers, the struggle was to get their organisations to treat data as a strategic resource, so establishing a relationship to information that fed decisions based on knowledge made a lot of sense. For the information managers the "downwards" link to data gave them a structure to work from, and the "upwards" link to knowledge gave them legitimacy in the eyes of senior management... So DIKW is a managerial model intended to explain how data can be leveraged as an enterprise resource.
In this section, we introduce a model that integrates the data and information in the enterprise through visualizing data information as flowthings. We analyse data (what is data?) and information (what is information?) as the fundamental notions in theorizing processing and transformation, thus, avoiding the controversy surrounding the DIKW hierarchy. The resultant description aims at building a conceptual architecture of the evolution of data into higher levels in the ladder of processes in an organization. A sample project is used to illustrate the new approach.
Hierarchy is achieved by including processed data and processed information that are located conceptually above raw collected data and above freshly generated information reaching to the level of multi-processed information that is used in the highest stage for decision making level.
What is data?
Zins [8] documents many definitions of "data" from different sources, including the following. -Data is commonly used to refer to records or recordings encoded for use in computer -Data are the basic individual garnered through -observation; but in themselves, without context, they are devoid of information.
-A data element is the smallest thing which can be recognized as a discrete element of that class of things named by a specific attribute, for a given unit of measure with a given precision of measurement.
Also, Zins [8] documents many definitions of information including the following.
-Information is anything perceived as potentially signifying something.
-Information is that which is conveyed, and possibly amenable to analysis and interpretation There are also many descriptions of the data conversion into information. Davenport and Laurence [9] accomplished this through the processes of condensation, contextualization (understanding the purpose for collecting the data), calculation (processing, aggregation), categorization, and correction [10] . Some researchers declare that data becomes information when it is associated with meaning. "The data might concern numerical quantities of process elements... Only when these sets of data are put in the right order or in a more specific and more organized framework will they have a meaning" [10] .
It is apparent that there are no standard definitions for data and information. We propose an FM-based approach to this issue utilizing works that may be seen as pointing to this direction as follows.
Gollner [15] sees in the DIKW hierarchy "artifacts of communication" where the level-to-level process is "closer to 'construction,' wherein building blocks [data] ... used within communication transactions [information] , and then emerges a shared understanding [knowledge] that undergoes continuous 'validation'..." We interpret this as a way our approach can be applied, where we propose that a datum is a flowthing (artifact) that flows (communication). Brown, as quoted in [14] , is close to this view when he suggests that the relationships in DIKW are "not a hierarchy but shifts in communication channels." Snowden's [14] ideas point in the same direction when he states that "it's the process of abstraction and codification that creates information from data (and requires a shared knowledge base)."
So, how can we define data in a way that distinguishes it from information? Gershenson [13] defines first order information as "anything that an agent can perceive or sense." According to Gershenson [13] , This notion is in accordance with Shannon's .., where information is seen as a just-so arrangement, a defined structure, as opposed to randomness …, and it can be measured in bits. This notion can be applied to everything that surrounds us, including matter and energy, since we can perceive it-because it has a defined structure.
We capitalize on this description as a basic form of our notion of flowthing. We propose defining data as a form of flowthing relative to a given flowsystem. Replacing Gershenson's term information with data [13] also moves in this direction, and he declares that "[data is] relative to the agent perceiving it". We declare the prior nature of data as symbols (e.g., characters, numbers, ...). Such a declaration is loosely based on the concept that "data cannot be 'raw' in the sense of being something about which we can speak, without it also being framed in some system of meaning -such as the language being used to describe the seemingly 'meaningless' data" [19] .
The basic motivation for this twist (data as symbols) is that we conceptualize data as a raw basic thing that is not "made up" of non-data things. Of course there are complex data, processed data, structured data, and so forth. These reflect processing of data to create other type of data but do not reflect data created from two different kinds of flowthings. For example, complex data can be defined in terms of simple data, while information, as will be discussed, is created, according to some researchers, from data and meaning.
Accordingly, we define data as follows. Data is a flowthing of symbols (e.g., characters, numbers, . This definition is inspired by describing data as representing "a fact or statement of event without relation to other things" [18] . It means that data is received, processed, created, released, and transferred in its symbolic universe without provoking any other type of flowthing. For example, "12456" is data without meaning because pieces of meanings form a different type of flowthing. "Pieces of meanings" are flowthings that are ontologically different from data that can be received, processed, created, released, and transferred. Similarly, "E = MC 2 " is data without meaning. To prove this point, show "E = MC 2 " to a person who does not know English or the Latin alphabet, and ask him/her what information is communicated by it.
It is claimed that "Data is unprocessed and uninterpreted" [6] . "You don't need to know or understand much about any particular datum.., in the payroll system as a whole, you find plenty of processing and interpretation, but it's all in the software and accounting staff, not in the data." From the FM perspective, certainly, data can be processed (in the sense of the FM model), i.e., concatenation. It is also claimed that "information. is … processed data" [1, 12] . In FM, processed data is data. Information is a flowthing constructed from data and other types of flowthings such as meaning. Again, we find we have to declare a prior nature of information as we did for data. Such a declaration is also loosely based on the concept that the raw constituents or ingredients of information include data and ontology-restricted flowthings (meaning) to exclude such flowthings as money and physical materials (e.g., data + money = information). Without loss of generality, many authors claim that "information is data with meaning" [16] . Accordingly, we define information as follows. Information is a flowthing created from data and non-data flowthings called meaning.
Since data and pieces of meanings are two different types of flowthings, then a special type of intermediate flowsystem with heterogeneous flowthings plays the role of a constructor, as shown in Figure 5 . For simplicity's sake we have drawn a dashed arrow from the data flowsystem to the information flowsystem, as shown in Figure 6 .
FM Description of the E&P System
Returning to the diagram of the exploration and production systems shown in Figure 1 , we can see that the two systems have the same structure, starting with data, information, and repeated processing of information as shown in Figure 7 , which is a general description of data and information flows in any organization. Data appear as a result of receiving from outside, or of creating internally, and it is stored or converted into information that is repeatedly processed. Different systems such as exploration and production can be connected at different levels along the processing hierarchy. Accordingly, such notions as knowledge can be identified as a construction that includes information and another type of flowthing such as a truth/falseness system. Such operations as feedback, re-measurement, and re-processing can also be specified as flows and triggering among exactly specified flowsystems. For example, the visualization information flowsystem may trigger re-measurement in data flowsystems such as Gravity or Electromagnetic Methods (see Figure 1) .
The details in Figure 7 can be pursued to the desired level. Figure 8 shows a partial view of the flow of data and information. Oil well conditions trigger (circle 1) the creation of data by various sensors such as gravity, magnetic, and electomagnetic methods sensors. We assume that data is sent (circle 2) to "automated entry control," where it is may be rejected (arrive stage) and trigger re-measurement (circle 3). Or, the data is converted into information (circle 5). For example, Gravity is numerical data, say 9.8, calculated or created by a sensor, and since the type of sensor is known, data leads to the creation of information such as gravity = 9.6 or any other specification that describes the meaning of "9.6."
The resultant gathered information flows to be processed, e.g., checked, converted, and so forth, either triggering re-measurement (circle 6) or being sent to a higher level flowsystem (circle 7) for further processing. This higher level flowsystem may trigger re-measurement of data (circle 8). It is also possible to indicate possible points of storage of data and information (circles 4 and 9).
Conclusion
The conceptual description introduced in this paper can be used as a map of data and information assets in an organization. It completely specifies the evolution of data into higher levels in the ladder of processes at different levels. The data/information-based depiction avoids the pitfalls in which fuggy concepts such as knowledge and wisdom are incorporated into the DIKW hierarchy. The resultant conceptual map can be applied in many areas such as security [21] , information fusion [22] , and data mining [23] .
